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Sleepy Hollow Radio Broadcasts First
Live Sporting Event In History!

Live Soccer Game!
On October 20th, 2020, Kevin Aguirre opened a door to a new era in Sleepy Hollow Sports by
broadcasting live, our very first sporting event, on SleepyHollowRadio.com. Although this
was a 4-0 loss to Rye, Kevin was praised by both schools for his clear, objective play by play
analysis. Sleepy Hollow Radio received multiple emails from parents of the opposing team,
complimenting Kevin’s detailed description of the action, and thanked him for the broadcast
of a game they were not permitted to attend due to the Covid-19 pandemic. We hope to
broadcast many more live sporting events in the upcoming new year.
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War Of The Worlds!
On October 30th, 2020, Sleepy Hollow Radio Presented our own version of the HG Wells radio
classic, The War Of The Worlds. Directed by SHHS senior Phoebe Neilsen, this presentation
was a great success with over 200 listeners from all over the world. The production also could
not have happened without the support of the cast and sound engineers, as this entire
production was produced from their homes. Sam Leviatin, Luciano Lopez Parnetti, Ash
Molina, and Griffin Neilsen also deserve a standing ovation.

Continuing Shows:
The Soccer Show starring Aidan Baller and Kevin Aguirre continues to break down the world
of soccer on a weekly basis. They just finished their 10th show! CinemaTalks also marches
on, starring Michael Rosario and Sebastian Fernandez, highlighting theme based shows that
include special guests and live quizzes. The Halloween and Holiday shows were both highly
received. Sam’s Songs also continues to be one the best all encompassing Jazz shows in the
country. Three volumes have already been released, and if you missed the first two, they can
currently be heard, on demand, in our new podcast archives. My Life’s Score has added a
few more volumes. Don’t miss hearing what several staff are listening to here at Sleepy
Hollow. Holloriginal Music, which highlights the original music made right here by our very
own student body, also continues to expand.

New Shows:
Luciano’s Lounge highlights the music that has been the most influential to one of our own
station managers, Luciano Lopez Parnetti. Volume One has been released and is playing on a
weekly basis. SAGE - Students Advocating for Gender Equality, has put out a new show with
the same name, featuring Alyssa Cepin and Zoe Kowalczyk. The show will feature discussions
and interviews of this extremely important topic. Hollow Hoops is a new sports show geared
towards everything basketball. Alyssa Cepin is featured in this action packed show with Ryan
Mosey. If you love basketball, this new show is for you! The Sleepy Comic Radio Show will
cover the topic of comic books and everything related to them. Led by Sleepy Hollow Radio
executive Michael Rosario, this show also features Sebastian Fernandez, Olivia Chambers,
and Billy Hegarty. Sound/Stage with Alex Louis has been a huge hit this first season as Alex
Louis translates his passion for musical theater into this wonderful show.
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IRS - The Italian Radio Show has put forth a short, very sweet episode that was entirely
dedicated to their recently retired teacher, Ms Mary Noll. Their love and respect for Ms Noll
was clear in the touching and emotional tribute. The Holiday Radio Show will also be
playing on a continuous loop throughout the holiday season. Don’t miss hearing our playlist
featuring the favorite holiday classics of our very own Sleepy Hollow faculty! This show is
hosted by Luciano Lopez Parnetti and Alyssa Cepin.

Coming Soon:
Sounds Like Teen Spirit is a new show, under pre-production, that will knock your socks off!
Starring Sklar Flowers, this show is certain to add even a bit more diversity to our already
eclectic musical library. Heavy metal has finally arrived at Sleepy Hollow Radio! The
Hitchhiker’s Guide To The Galaxy, in its original BBC Radio series, may also be on the way in
2021! Stay tuned!

The Archival Podcasts:
The archive process has begun and can be found from the drop down tab on the front page of
our website. As shows get retired from on-the-air circulation, they will begin to appear in an
archival video format, embedded into our website. Nothing that has happened in the Sleepy
Hollow Radio past will ever entirely disappear. Listeners will be able to hear old shows right
from our website or they can even subscribe to our YouTube Channel that houses the
podcasts. If you happen to have missed our production of War Of The Worlds, definitely
check it out today!

Alternate Applications:
Currently, Sleepy Hollow Radio can be heard from 3 different sources. First, our very own
website at www.sleepyhollowradio.com. Second, the Simple Radio App. This application is
compatible with Apple CarPlay and makes it more convenient to listen in your car. Just
‘favorite’ Sleepy Hollow Radio and it’s pretty easy to figure it out from there. Lastly, we are
also now available on a very cool app called Radio Garden. This application gives you a
global view of our station and is very fun to use.
Finally, the entire staff of Sleepy Hollow Radio would like to thank you all, from the bottom of
our hearts, for your continued support and for listening. We wish everyone a warm, happy,
safe holiday season, and an optimistic new year!
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